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We present a model of composite Dark Matter (DM), in which a new QCD-like confining
“hypercolor” sector generates naturally stable hyperbaryons as DM candidates and at
the same time provides mass to new weakly coupled gauge bosons H that serve as
DM mediators, coupling the hyperbaryons to the Standard Model (SM) fermions. By
an appropriate choice of the H gauge symmetry as a horizontal SU(2)h SM flavor
symmetry, we show how the H gauge bosons can be identified with the horizontal gauge
bosons recently put forward as an explanation for discrepancies in rare B-meson decays.
We find that the mass scale of the H gauge bosons suggested by the DM phenomenology
intriguingly agrees with the one needed to explain the rare B-decay discrepancies.
1 Introduction
New massive particles that only weakly interact with the Standard Model (SM) particles,
the so-called weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), are among the most promising
explanations of Dark Matter (DM) [1, 2]. One main challenge in constructing viable WIMP
models is the requirement that the DM candidate has to be stable on time scales of the
order of the age of the Universe. Quite generically, such stability requires the presence of
an approximately unbroken global symmetry, one famous example being R-parity in super-
symmetric DM models. In the SM, the only global symmetry that provides stability to a
heavy particle is the U(1)B baryon symmetry. It protects the lightest baryonic bound state
from decaying to leptons, thus providing the proton with a mean lifetime of more than 1029
years [3]. An immediate question is then whether in an extension of the SM, a symmetry
similar to the U(1)B baryon symmetry could provide stability to a DM candidate. Such
an extension can be given by a new QCD-like confining “hypercolor” (HC) sector, in which
hyperquarks are charged under an accidental U(1)HB hyperbaryon symmetry. These hyper-
quarks form baryonic bound states, the hyperbaryons, which are rendered stable by carrying
non-zero U(1)HB charges and are thus potential DM candidates.
1
In addition to hyperbaryons, such a construction also leads to hypermeson bound states
formed by a hyperquark and an antihyperquark. Carrying zero U(1)HB charge, the hyperme-
sons are in general unstable. Furthermore, without an explicit breaking of the hyperquarks’
chiral symmetry, the lightest hypermesons are massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGBs).
The appearance of phenomenologically unacceptable massless scalars can be avoided in two
ways. Lagrangian terms that explicitly break the chiral symmetry can generate a potential
for the NGBs, turning them into massive pseudo NGBs (pNGBs) [25]. An example are the
pions in QCD, which are massive because the quark mass terms explicitly break the quarks’
1 Several models with a composite DM made stable by a similar symmetry mechanism have been proposed.
Those we are aware of include [4–23]. For a review, see [24].
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chiral symmetry. The second possibility to avoid massless NGBs is the gauging of an ap-
propriate subgroup of the chiral symmetry. In this case, the corresponding gauge bosons
become massive due to the Higgs mechanism and the would-be NGBs become the gauge
bosons’ longitudinal degrees of freedom. Among these two possibilities, the latter one is
particularly interesting in the context of a DM model since the gauging of a subgroup of the
chiral symmetry implies that the corresponding gauge bosons, which we denote by H, couple
to the hyperbaryon DM candidates. If these H gauge bosons also couple to some of the SM
particles, they then not only solve the problem of massless NGBs, but they could also serve
as mediators to a dark sector naturally endowed with a stability mechanism.
Interestingly, in this setup, the masses of the hyperbaryons X are related to those of the
gauge bosons H by
mχ ≈ 10 vHC where vHC = 2mH/gH (1)
with gH the H gauge coupling and vHC the NGB decay constant associated to the dynamical
breaking of the chiral symmetry by a hyperquark condensate. Unitarity arguments suggest
that the mass of a thermal relic DM candidate cannot exceed 340 TeV [26]. Taking the
hyperbaryons X as DM candidates, eq. (1) then implies
vHC . 34 TeV . (2)
This puts the H gauge bosons in the mass range probed by flavor physics experiments. In-
triguingly, current data on rare B-meson decays shows deviations from the SM predictions in
several measurements, most notably in the theoretically clean lepton flavor universality ratios
RK(∗) [27–30], which hint at new physics (NP) at a scale well compatible with eq. (2) [31].
The discrepancies in rare B decays can be explained by NP contributions to the b → s``
transition [32–37], which can be generated at tree level either by leptoquarks or SM-neutral
bosons. An immediate question is whether the H gauge bosons can play the role of such
tree-level mediators contributing to the b→ s`` transition. They could be leptoquarks only
if the chiral symmetries of the hyperquarks contained at least the SM SU(3)C and U(1)Y
groups as subgroups. However, in this case the hyperbaryons would in general not be SM-
neutral DM candidates.2 On the other hand, in the case of SM-neutral H gauge bosons, the
hyperbaryons are naturally SM-neutral, thus allowing them to be viable DM candidates. A
main challenge for models explaining the b→ s`` discrepancies in terms of SM-neutral tree-
level mediators are too large NP contributions to Bs-B¯s mixing [39]. However, such large
contributions can be avoided if the mediators are the gauge bosons of a gauged horizontal
SU(2)h flavor symmetry [40]. We are thus led to a well-motivated model with the following
features:
• A new QCD-like confining hypercolor sector generates baryonic bound states of hyper-
quarks, the hyperbaryons, which are SM-neutral and stable and are thus natural DM
candidates.
• Massless NGBs are avoided by gauging an appropriate subgroup of the hyperquarks’
chiral symmetry, resulting in massive gauge bosons H.
• The H gauge bosons are coupled to SM fields by identifying the H gauge group with
the diagonal subgroup of part of the hyperquarks’ chiral symmetry and a horizontal
SU(2)h flavor symmetry of SM fermions. This allows the H gauge bosons to address
the discrepancies in rare B-decays as proposed in [40].
2 In a model featuring a leptoquark that explains the B-discrepancies and gets its mass from a QCD-like
hypercolor sector, SM-neutral hyperbaryons could be formed e.g. from two types of hyperquarks transforming
in different representations of the HC gauge group [38].
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• The H gauge bosons couplings to hyperquarks and SM fermions as described above
allows them to play the role of the DM mediators, opening the possibility of a fully
calculable DM freeze-out scenario with the hyperbaryons as DM candidates.
The remaining parts of this paper analyzes the DM phenomenology of this construction.
The details of the model are discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we investigate possible
bounds from DM direct detection. Our prediction for the DM relic density and a discussion
of the viable parameter space allowing for an explanation of the observed relic density are
presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we conclude.
2 Model
In order to illustrate the idea in our paper, let us start from a known example: two-flavor
QCD. In the absence of explicit mass terms, the left- and right-handed u and d quarks
transform as doublets, (uL , dL)
T and (uR , dR)
T , under the global symmetry groups SU(2)L
and SU(2)R, respectively. The global chiral symmetry group is therefore Gχ = SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R. This symmetry is spontaneously broken to HV = SU(2)V by the quark condensate
〈u¯LuR + d¯LdR + H.c.〉 6= 0 at the scale fpi ' 93 MeV. The consequence are Goldstone bosons
spanning the coset space Gχ/HV , the known pions. As well known, the SU(2)L group is
actually gauged, and this gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken also by the Higgs vev
v = 246 GeV. Because of the hierarchy fpi  v, the pions contribute negligibly to the
longitudinal degrees of freedom of the SU(2)L gauge bosons.
Pursuing the analogy, one may introduce two flavors of new massless vector-like fermions,
F2 and F3, charged under a new strong force, corresponding to the gauge group GHC ≡
SU(N)HC that will be denoted by hypercolor.
3 In order to be able to use known results
from QCD for otherwise incalculable quantities (cf. Sec. 4.1), we fix N = 3. Just like in
two-flavor QCD, these new fermions transform as doublets FL = (F2L , F3L)T and FR =
(F2R , F3R)T under the global symmetry groups SU(2)FL and SU(2)FR , respectively. The
chiral condensate 〈F¯2LF2R + F¯3LF3R + H.c.〉 ∝ v3HC 4 breaks the chiral symmetry group
GF ≡ SU(2)FL × SU(2)FR to the diagonal SU(2)FV . Then, if either SU(2)FL or SU(2)FR is
gauged, this gauge symmetry, to be denoted by SU(2)h, is also spontaneously broken by the
chiral condensate. As a consequence, the SU(2)h gauge bosons H
a
µ acquire mass, and the
would-be Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken group supply the Haµ longitudinal
polarizations. One therefore ends up with a Haµ boson triplet, whose transverse polarizations
are elementary, while their longitudinal ones are composite F¯F bound states.
Concretely, it is SU(2)FL that we choose to gauge, and identify with SU(2)h, the horizontal
gauge symmetry introduced in Ref. [40]. There, it is assumed that 2nd- and 3rd-generation
left-handed SM fermions transform as doublets under SU(2)h
Q′ ≡ (q′2, q′3)T , L′ ≡ (l′2, l′3)T , (3)
with q′2,3 and l′2,3 denoting the SM quark and lepton doublets of generation index 2, 3.5
Such construction was advocated in Ref. [40] to account for discrepancies in b→ s``. More
quantitatively, the SU(2)h × SU(2)FR symmetry-breaking scale vHC can be related to the
effective scale pointed to by the SM b → s`` Hamiltonian Hb→sSM . Such scale bounds the
3 Following existing literature, this naming denotes vector-like confinement, or a new chiral-symmetric QCD-
like force, see in particular [41–45].
4 Note that in QCD one has 〈u¯u+ d¯d〉 = −2B f2 ≈ −16pi f3.
5 As we will discuss below, the prime denotes SM fields before EW-scale flavor mixing and also before
hypercolor-scale mixing with vector-like new fermions.
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ratio between the mass of the horizontal bosons mH , and the coupling gH of the horizontal
symmetry [40]. Using mH = gHvHC/2, this translates into the indicative range
vHC ∈ [10, 30] TeV , (4)
which is nicely compatible with the bound in eq. (2).
Due to the fact that LH SM fermions are charged under SU(2)h while RH SM fermions
are not, the usual Higgs Yukawa couplings are forbidden by gauge invariance and can only
arise after the spontaneous breaking of SU(2)h. Two options to accomplish this are:
• The SM Higgs is part of a larger scalar multiplet that transforms non-trivially under
SU(2)h in such a way that it can have gauge-invariant Yukawa couplings with LH and
RH SM fermions. This option would lead to an enlarged Higgs sector.
• The SM fermions mix with new fermions that are vector-like (VL) under the SM gauge
group and transform non-trivially under SU(2)h in such a way that gauge-invariant
Higgs Yukawa couplings between the new VL fermions and SM fermions are possible.
This option allows for a minimal Higgs sector but requires an enlarged fermion sector.
In the following, we focus on the latter option since an enlarged fermion sector is required
also for another reason. In a model containing only the SM fermions and the hyperquarks
F , there would be an SU(2)h gauge anomaly in case of an SU(N)HC group with odd N [46],
in particular for our assumption N = 3. In this case, the SU(2)h gauge anomaly has to
be canceled by an enlarged fermion sector containing an odd number of SU(2)h doublets.
We therefore introduce new RH fermions ΨR with the same SM quantum numbers as one
generation of RH SM fermions but transforming as doublets under SU(2)h. In addition, we
introduce two sets of new LH fermions ΨiL with the same SM quantum numbers as ΨR but
transforming trivially under SU(2)h. Furthermore, we assume the presence of an ‘extended’
hypercolor (EHC) sector that generates at least one of the four-fermion operators6
cij
Λ2EHC
(Ψ¯iLΨR)(F¯LF jR) + h.c. ,
c˜ij
Λ2EHC
(Ψ¯iLΨR)(F¯ jRFL) + h.c. , (5)
which both generate a vector-like mass term for Ψ once the hyperquarks condense. All
fermions in the model and their quantum numbers are collected in table 1. The possible
gauge invariant and renormalizable couplings between SM fermions, new fermions Ψ, and
the Higgs field ϕ are given by
L ⊃−∆iku Ψ¯′u iL u′ kR −∆ikd Ψ¯′ d iL d′ kR −∆ike Ψ¯′ e iL e′ kR
− yku q¯′ 1L ϕ˜ u′ kR − ykd q¯′ 1L ϕd′ kR − yke l¯′ 1L ϕe′ kR
− yU Q¯′L ϕ˜Ψ′uR − yD Q¯′L ϕΨ′ dR − yE L¯′L ϕΨ′ eR ,
(6)
where i ∈ {2, 3}, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
By way of SM- and Ψ-fermion field redefinitions in flavor space, the above mixing La-
grangian leads to the ordinary SM Yukawa terms. The detailed derivation is presented in the
Appendix. The DM phenomenology to follow depends on the Yukawa sector only through the
matrices leading from the primed basis to the mass eigenbasis for quarks. In fact, quarks only
communicate with the DM sector through the exchange of horizontal bosons, i.e. through
the interaction introduced explicitly in eq. (25).
6 Here we use the denomination ‘extended’ similarly as in extended technicolor [47, 48], namely to denote
dynamics designed to account for fermion masses.
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Field SU(3)HC SU(2)h SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y
Q′L 1 2 3 2 +1/6
L′L 1 2 1 2 −1/2
q′ 1L 1 1 3 2 +1/6
`′ 1L 1 1 1 2 −1/2
u′ 1,2,3R 1 1 3 1 +2/3
d′ 1,2,3R 1 1 3 1 −1/3
e′ 1,2,3R 1 1 1 1 −1
Ψ′uR 1 2 3 1 +2/3
Ψ′ dR 1 2 3 1 −1/3
Ψ′ eR 1 2 1 1 −1
Ψ′u 2,3L 1 1 3 1 +2/3
Ψ′ d 2,3L 1 1 3 1 −1/3
Ψ′ e 2,3L 1 1 1 1 −1
FL 3 2 1 1 0
F2,3R 3 1 1 1 0
Table 1: Quantum numbers of SM-like fermions (first block), new vector-like fermions Ψ (second
block), and hyperquarks F (third block).
2.1 NGBs and baryon Lagrangian: the DM sector
The SU(3)HC-charged FL,R fermions will form bound states. Interestingly for the DM phe-
nomenology to follow, and as discussed in the Introduction, among these states, the lightest
baryonic ones will be stable because of the accidentally conserved hyperbaryon quantum
number. Having fixed the dimension N of the hypercolor space, N = 3, the multiplicity of
states is also fixed. It is easy to see that one obtains a quartet of spin-3/2 states, plus a
doublet of spin-1/2 states, the latter being the lightest states.7 In analogy with the proton
and the neutron of regular isospin, these two states will be
χp ∼ F2F2F3 , χn ∼ F2F3F3 , (7)
where 2, 3 label the flavor index. Scaling up the proton mass mp (see also discussion in Sec.
4.1), we assume mχ = mpvHC/fpi, with fpi = 93 MeV.
Let us now turn to the discussion of mesonic states. F¯F states are analogous to QCD’s
pions in the sense that they are the result of chiral SU(2)FL × SU(2)FR symmetry breaking
at the scale vHC, while the pions are the result of SU(2)L × SU(2)R breaking at the scale
fpi. Furthermore, the SU(2)L appearing in two-flavor QCD and the SU(2)
F
L appearing in
the HC sector are both gauged. However, there is also an important difference between the
7 Similarly as in Gell-Mann’s ‘eightfold way’, such multiplets are obtained by first taking the fully symmetric
irrep under spin × flavor, in our case SU(2 × 2), which yields a 20, and then decomposing the latter into a
direct sum of irreps under SU(2)⊗ SU(2), which yields (2,2) + (4,4).
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QCD pions and the hyperpions. The SU(2)L gauge symmetry is actually also broken by the
Higgs vev at the scale v = 246 GeV. Both symmetry breakings generate NGBs, resulting
in three Higgs NGBs and three pion NGBs. A linear combination of the Higgs NGBs and
the pion NGBs forms the longitudinal polarizations of the SU(2)L gauge bosons, while the
orthogonal linear combinations constitute the physical pions. The latter become massive
pNGBs due to the quark masses that are generated by the Higgs vev. Since the scales v
and fpi are vastly different and the mixing angle α between Higgs NGBs and pion NGBs is
given by the tiny tanα = fpi/v ≈ 4 × 10−4, the longitudinal polarizations of the SU(2)L
gauge bosons are essentially the Higgs NGBs and the physical pions are essentially the pion
NGBs. The situation is different in the HC sector, where the only symmetry breaking of the
gauged SU(2)FL = SU(2)h is the chiral symmetry breaking. Consequently, there are only the
three hyperpion NGBs and they become exactly the longitudinal polarizations of the SU(2)h
gauge bosons.
We next discuss the Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB) and baryon Lagrangian in detail.
Our aim is to determine the χp,n interactions with SM matter, that are necessary for the
DM phenomenology to follow. Apart from the differences mentioned above, the general
structure of the Lagrangian that describes the interactions between the χp,n baryons, the
F¯F mesons and the SU(2)h bosons is largely analogous to the structure of the pion-nucleon
Lagrangian [49, 50]. We will follow the line of argument and normalization conventions in
Ref. [51].
Given our chiral group GF ≡ SU(2)FL × SU(2)FR , one introduces the field
Ω = exp
(
i
2 Π
vHC
)
, (8)
with Π the ‘hyperpion’ field Π = Πa T a , and T a = τa/2 with the Pauli matrices τa. Further
denoting the elements of the global SU(2)FL and SU(2)
F
R symmetries as L and R, one has
that Ω transforms as
Ω→ Ω′ = RΩL† . (9)
The NGB Lagrangian at leading order in an expansion in derivatives is given by
LNGB = v
2
HC
4
tr
[
(Dµ Ω) (D
µ Ω)†
]
, (10)
where the covariant derivative reads
Dµ Ω = ∂µ Ω− i rµ Ω + iΩ lµ . (11)
The currents lµ and rµ are in our case given by
lµ = −gH Haµ T a , rµ = 0 . (12)
Consequently, the NGB Lagrangian can be written as
LNGB = v
2
HC
4
tr
[
∂µ Ω ∂
µ Ω†
]
+
1
2
m2H H
a
µH
aµ − imH vHC tr
[
Hµ (∂
µ Ω†) Ω
]
, (13)
where the first term is the pure NGB Lagrangian, the second terms yields a mass for the
vector bosons with mH =
1
2 gH vHC, and the third term leads to interactions between a vector
boson and the NGBs. Using the definition of Ω, one can expand
(∂µ Ω†) Ω =
−2 i
vHC
∂µ Π +
1
2!
(−2 i
vHC
)2
[Π, ∂µ Π] +
1
3!
(−2 i
vHC
)3
[Π, [Π, ∂µ Π]] + ... (14)
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such that the third term in eq. (13) becomes
LNGB ⊃ −mH Haµ ∂µΠa −
gH
2
εabcHaµ Π
b ∂µΠc + ... . (15)
We observe that this leads to an inconvenient term that is linear in both Haµ and Π
a and
corresponds to a mixing between gauge bosons and NGBs. However, this term can be
removed by a gauge transformation. To this end, we fix the gauge by adding the gauge-
fixing Lagrangian
LGF = − 1
ξH
tr[GH GH ] , where GH = ∂
µHµ + ξH mH Π , (16)
which results in
LGF = − 1
2 ξH
∂µHaµ ∂
µHaµ −
1
2
ξH m
2
H Π
a Πa +mH H
a
µ ∂
µΠa . (17)
The first term yields the gauge-fixing condition for Haµ, the second term is a ξH -dependent
mass for the Πa fields, and the third term exactly cancels the unwanted mixing term in
LNGB.
We now turn to the matter field X ≡ (χp, χn). The latter transforms linearly as the
fundamental irrep under the isospin subgroup SU(2)FV with elements V . We can therefore
write
X → V X . (18)
Having defined our dynamical fields Ω and X and their chiral-symmetry transformation
properties, we can now introduce the leading effective ‘hyperbaryon’ Lagrangian. First, we
introduce the X covariant derivative
iDµX ≡ (i∂µ + iΓµ + v(s)µ )X (19)
such that DµX transforms like X . Here
iΓµ ≡ i
2
[
ω†(∂µ − irµ)ω + ω(∂µ − ilµ)ω†
]
, (20)
where the external gauge currents rµ and lµ are given in eq. (12), and in our case v
(s)
µ = 0.
The field ω is defined such that ω2 = Ω and it transforms as
ω → ω′ = R ω K−1(L,R, ω) , (21)
with K an SU(2)-valued function of its arguments, in particular ω(x)-dependent. In the case
of an isospin transformation R = L = V one has K(V, V, ω) = V , namely the ω dependence
drops. The most general Lagrangian describing pion-nucleon interactions with the smallest
number of derivatives takes the form
LΠX = X¯
(
i /D −mχ + gA γµγ5uµ
2
)
X (22)
where uµ is the so-called vielbein defined as
uµ
2
≡ i
2
[
ω†(∂µ − irµ)ω − ω(∂µ − ilµ)ω†
]
. (23)
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The above Lagrangian generates interactions between χ and horizontal gauge bosons Ha
as well as F¯F mesons. Standard manipulations of the Lagrangian in eq. (22) lead to the
following interaction terms including one or two boson fields
LΠX ⊃ X
[
− gH γµHaµ
(
T a +
1
vHC
εabc Πb T c
)(
1− gAγ5
2
)
+ i gH gA
mχ
mH
γ5 Π +
1
2 v2HC
γµ εabc (∂µ Π
a) Πb T c
]
X ,
(24)
where the parameters mχ and gA are the chiral limits of the X -multiplet mass and of the
axial vector coupling of the multiplet to the hyperpions.
From eq. (24) we can read off all the χχ interactions that are necessary for the phenomenol-
ogy to follow, in particular horizontal-boson exchange – relevant to DM direct detection –
as well as one- or two-boson exchange – in principle relevant to the DM relic abundance.
As concerns the latter case – discussed in detail in Sec. 4.1 – the problem of estimating the
relevant cross section resembles very closely the determination of baryon-antibaryon annihi-
lation close to threshold, for which we have abundant data. These data actually suggest that
the χχ-annihilation amplitude that one can estimate perturbatively from eq. (24) represents
a sub-dominant contribution with respect to other contributions that cannot be captured
with the LΠX Lagrangian, and that will be estimated directly from data.
3 Dark-Matter Direct Detection
Both the DM multiplet and quarks interact with horizontal bosons. Therefore DM can
scatter onto nuclei via the tree exchange of SU(2)h bosons, and DM direct-detection (DD)
data may in principle offer a separate probe of the vHC scale.
The DM-Haµ interaction relevant for such process may be read off from eq. (24). As con-
cerns (light) quark-Haµ interactions, also relevant for such process, the discussion in App. A
yields the following Lagrangian terms
LqH = −gH
(
u¯L U
†
L
/H UL uL + d¯LD
†
L
/H DL dL
+ u¯R U
†
RU
Ψuu †
R
/H UΨ
uu
R UR uR + d¯RD
†
RU
Ψdd †
R
/H UΨ
dd
R DR dR
)
, (25)
where u, d denote up- and down-type quark fields in the mass eigenbasis. For ease of notation,
we will henceforth use the redefinitions
UL → UL , DL → DL ,
UΨ
uu
R UR → UR , UΨ
dd
R DR → DR . (26)
Since the momentum flowing through the H-boson propagator is way below its mass, one
can write the following local interaction Lagrangian
Leff =
− g
2
H
m2H
[
X¯γµT a
(
1− gAγ5
2
)
X
] [(
u¯L U†LγµT aUL uL + {L→ R}
)
+ {u→ d ,U → D}
]
,
(27)
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where in the first squared bracket T a denote the SU(2)h generators, whereas in the second
squared bracket T a are 3× 3 matrices defined by
T a ≡
(
0
T a
)
. (28)
The quark bilinears in eq. (27) are to be evaluated between external nucleons. Under the
assumption (whose validity we will discuss below) that both initial- and final-state nucleons
are at rest, the required matrix elements may be parameterized as follows
〈N(p′)|q¯γµq|N(p)〉|~p=~p ′=0 = F q/N1 (0) u¯N (p′)γµuN (p) ,
〈N(p′)|q¯γµγ5q|N(p)〉|~p=~p ′=0 = F q/NA (0) u¯N (p′)γµγ5uN (p) . (29)
The forward F1,A form factors can be parameterized as customary (see e.g. [52])
F
q/N
1 (0) = n
N
q ,
F
q/N
A (0) = ∆q
N , (30)
where nNq counts the number of valence quarks q within nucleon N (e.g. n
p
s = 0). Besides
we use
∆up = 0.90 , ∆dp = −0.38 , ∆sp = −0.03 , (31)
with ∆qn obtained by isospin exchange.
The DM - N (with N = p, n) elastic cross section can then be written as
σN =
M2N
piv4HC
(VN + 3g2AAN) , (32)
where the two terms on the r.h.s. are usually denoted as spin-independent (SI) and respec-
tively spin-dependent (SD) in the literature. The constants VN ,AN are defined as
VN ≡ 1
2
∑
a
|XaV N |2 ,
AN ≡ 1
2
∑
a
|XaAN |2 , (33)
with
XaV N = n
N
u (U
a
R + U
a
L) + n
N
d (D
a
R +D
a
L) ,
XaAN = ∆u
N (U
a
R − UaL) + ∆dN (DaR −DaL) + ∆sN (SaR − SaL) , (34)
and
U
a
L,R ≡
(
U†L,RT aUL,R
)
11
, D
a
L,R ≡
(
D†L,RT aDL,R
)
11
, S
a
L,R ≡
(
D†L,RT aDL,R
)
22
.
(35)
A numerical survey of eq. (32) yields
σN ' 1.09
(
10 TeV
vHC
)4
10−44 cm2 × [0, 3] , (36)
where the last factor on the r.h.s. provides the range of values spanned by the VN + 3g2AAN
factor in eq. (32) as the UL,R and DL,R matrices are scanned over with the constraint
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U†LDL = VCKM (and no other constraint, in particular from flavor observables).8 We remark
that, even for VN + 3g2AAN as large as it gets, σN remains safely below (a naive high-mass
extrapolation of) the Xenon1T bound [53], keeping in mind that for vHC ≥ 10 TeV, one has
Mχ ≥ 100 TeV.
As well known, the analytic approach leading to eq. (32) has a number of limitations, that
have been discussed in Refs. [54–71]. Among them is the necessity to include renormalization-
group running effects from the scale of the effective interaction between the DM and the
quarks, down to the scale of the recoil energy that is measured in DM direct-detection
experiments. This effect may be estimated by the DirectDM [52, 70, 71] code. Another
potentially important effect is the departure of eqs. (29) from the static limit, whereby one
introduces form factors depending on q2, with q = p′− p. This effect may be quantified with
the DMFormFactor [55–57] code.
In our context, where the analytic procedure yields a direct-detection signal safely below
experimental limits, the above effects would be relevant only if they enhanced the signal by
orders of magnitude. Ref. [72] found that actually the numerical estimate obtained with the
DirectDM plus DMFormFactor codes is lower with respect to the analytic result, by a factor
not exceeding 2 for Mχ . 1.5 TeV and for the interaction strength considered in that work.
We extended that analysis to our case where the interaction strength is of order 1/v2HC, with
vHC in the range in eq. (4), and where Mχ = 10 vHC (see below eq. (7)). We find again that
σNanalytic > σ
N
numerical, by a factor close to 4, i.e. even larger than in Ref. [72]. This fact is not
surprising, because even if the DM approaches the nucleus with a momentum of order Mχv,
with v ∼ 10−3, the recoil energy does not increase indefinitely as Mχ increases, but instead
it reaches the maximum value MN (2v)2/2, with MN the mass of the nucleus N .
4 Dark Matter Relic Density
We wish to estimate the relic density of our DM multiplet X at present time, Ω0h2. The
first step towards this end is the determination of Ωh2 at the ‘freeze-out’ temperature Tf .
In our case of a single, mass-degenerate, DM multiplet X , Tf is determined recursively from
the ‘matching’ relation [73,74]
xf = ln
0.038geffMPlmχ〈σeffv〉
g
1/2
∗ x
1/2
f
, (37)
where xf = mχ/Tf , g
∗ is the number of effectively relativistic d.o.f. at Tf and geff the
number of internal d.o.f. of the X , given in our case by
geff = 2gp , (38)
and gn = gp is the number of internal d.o.f. of the χn or χp particles.
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The main dynamical quantity, in eq. (37) as well as in the other steps towards determining
Ω0h
2, is 〈σeffv〉. In our case of mass-degenerate χi [74]
σeff ≡ 1
4
∑
i,j
σij , (39)
8 In this scan we took gA = 1.27, as in QCD. In doing so, we assume that QCD’s gA at scales well below
QCD’s confinement scale should be similar to HC’s gA at scales well below HC’s confinement scale. This
should be the case if NHC = Nc, if the non-perturbative dynamics is in both cases dominated by the two
lightest (hyper)quarks, and if one can neglect (hyper)quark masses. We also note that AN  VN , hence gA
does not need to be fixed very precisely.
9 Remembering the definitions in eq. (7), χp,n although e.m.-neutral, cannot be Majorana fermions, hence
gp,n = 4.
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where σij is the annihilation cross section of χ¯i and χj and i, j ∈ {p, n}.
The second step towards obtaining Ω0h
2 is to estimate the post-freeze-out annihilation
efficiency J [74, 75]
J ≡
∫ ∞
xf
〈σeffv〉
x2
dx , (40)
whence Ω0h
2 can be estimated as10
Ω0h
2 =
√
45
pi
s0
ρc
1
g
1/2
∗ MPlJ
' 1.07× 10
9GeV−1
g
1/2
∗ MPlJ
. (41)
4.1 Calculation of 〈σeffv〉 and J
For composite baryon-like objects like the χ, the dominant processes contributing to χ¯χ anni-
hilation take place in the strongly coupled regime such that it is not straightforward to calcu-
late the cross section from first principles. In particular, as known from nucleon-antinucleon
annihilation (for reviews, see e.g. [76–79]), an important role is played by processes in which
quarks and antiquarks inside the baryon and antibaryon are rearranged into mesons. In
this case, even without an actual annihilation of the quarks, baryon and antibaryon are
“annihilated”. Other important processes are those in which some of the quarks and an-
tiquarks actually annihilate via the strong interaction. Given that these processes happen
in the strongly coupled regime, other weakly coupled interactions like QED in the case of
nucleon-antinucleon annihilation or the SU(2)h interactions in the case of χ¯χ annihilation
play a subdominant role.
Since our strongly coupled sector resembles two-flavor QCD and the χ fields are very similar
to proton and neutron in QCD, we estimate the χ¯χ annihilation cross section by scaling up
experimental data on nucleon-antinucleon annihilation from the scale of the proton mass mp
to the scale mχ (a similar assumption was adopted in Ref. [17]). Before doing so, it is worth
pointing out the expected differences between the QCD and HC cases that are not related
to the overall scale. These differences – that are sources of potential uncertainty – include
the following:
• Nucleon-antinucleon annihilation data display a certain degree of isospin dependence,
but we are unable to determine whether the latter is significant. In fact, in [80] neutron-
antiproton annihilation is roughly a factor 0.75 smaller than proton-antiproton anni-
hilation. While this might be an effect mostly at low plab due to electromagnetic
attraction of p and p¯, we are not aware of any study that quantified such effect. On
the other hand, according to [77] the differences between the proton-antiproton and
neutron-antiproton annihilation cross section are not significant. As detailed below,
we perform our DM-phenomenology calculations with several different fits, collected in
table 2, and use the spread of the predictions obtained as an estimation of this error.
• In nucleon-antinucleon annihilation, approximately 5% of the resulting mesons contain
strange quarks (see e.g. [77] and references therein), which are not present in two-
flavor QCD. Due to the absence of analogous annihilation channels in the case of χ¯χ
annihilation, we should, in principle, lower the scaled-up cross section by 5%, and add
a 5% one-sided uncertainty accounting for our naive treatment. In practice, since the
uncertainties inherent in our DM-phenomenology calculations, notably that of the relic
abundance, are not smaller than 10% [74], we neglect the above error.
10 One can derive this relation by usingH(T ) =
√
8pi3g∗/90 T 2/MPl, s = 2pi2g∗T 3/45 and ρc = 3H20/(8piGN ),
with H(T0) ≡ H0 = 100h km/ (s Mpc), as customary.
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• The masses of NGB final-state mesons are the consequence of Lagrangian terms that
explicitly break the global diagonal SU(2)
(F)
V (hyper)isospin symmetry. In QCD,
isospin is explicitly broken by the quark masses, which leads to a ratio of the pion
mass and decay constant mpi/fpi ≈ 1.35. Then, in nucleon-antinucleon annihila-
tions such effect distorts the zero-meson-mass result by terms that are expectedly
of order (mpi/mN )
2 ≈ 2%. In our setup, hyperisospin is broken by the gauging of
SU(2)h such that the hyperpions become the longitudinal polarizations of the hori-
zontal gauge bosons. The ratio of their mass and the hyperpion decay constant vHC
is mH/vHC = gH/2. Therefore, for large gH the effect might be similar in size to the
one in QCD, while for small gH the effect might be smaller than in QCD. We conclude
that this effect may also be neglected.
• The masses of non-NGB final-state mesons like the vector mesons are non-zero also in
the chiral limit. Furthermore, for (hyper)quark masses that are small with respect to
the confinement scale, the masses of these mesons are essentially independent of the
(hyper)quark masses (see e.g. [81] for a lattice study of the mass decomposition). In
our setup, the masses and couplings of the vector hypermesons can slightly be affected
by an expected mixing with the SU(2)h gauge bosons. However, we expect that this
mixing does not change the overall cross section significantly. We therefore overlook
this source of systematic difference.
In the following, we will consider different fits to the nucleon-antinucleon annihilation cross
section, and scale them up from the nucleon to the mχ mass scale. As we argued, the spread
across the predictions obtained from the different fits may provide a reasonable ‘envelope’
for the theoretical uncertainty associated with the differences between QCD and our HC
sector. Nucleon-antinucleon annihilation has been studied by many different experiments.
Several groups provide fits to experimental data on the annihilation cross section σann using
the parameterization
σann =
1
m2p
(
A+B
mp
plab
+ C
m2p
p2lab
)
, (42)
where plab is the momentum of the antinucleon in the rest frame of the nucleon and mp is
the proton mass. Fit results are shown in table 2. In most fits, the coefficient C is set to 0.
A non-zero C can provide a slightly better fit at plab around 75 MeV [82], corresponding to
v ∼ 10−1. More generally, data used in the fits in table 2 span the velocity range [0.05, 0.9],
which includes the velocities ∼ 10−1 relevant to our freeze-out dynamics.
We assume that the χ¯iχj annihilation cross section σij can be parameterized as in eq. (42)
with mp → mχ, and that it is hyper-isospin independent, i.e. σij = σann
∣∣
mp→mχ , which,
using eq. (39), yields
σeff = σann
∣∣
mp→mχ . (43)
In order to compute the thermally averaged cross section 〈σeffv〉 and the post-freeze-out
annihilation efficiency J , an expansion at low velocity and large x = mχ/T is commonly
employed [86]. However, the low-velocity expansion does not converge for a cross section of
the form as the one given in eq. (42). Therefore, in the following, we perform the thermal
averaging without such an expansion. To this end, we consider the definition of 〈σeffv〉 in
terms of the integral [87]
〈σeffv〉 = 4x
K22 (x)
∫ ∞
1
dy
√
y (y − 1)K1(2x√y)σeff(y) , (44)
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Fit # Ref. NN¯ plab [GeV] A B C
1 [80] pp¯ [0.26, 0.47] 86 84 0
2 [83] pp¯ [0.40, 0.60] 66.5± 4.1 77.1± 2.2 0
3 [84] pp¯ [1.90, 1.96] 19.2± 5.7 98.1± 3.1 0
4 [80,85] np¯ [0.26, 0.47] 63 63 0
5 [82] Nn¯ [0.05, 0.40] 150.4± 6.8 48.0± 2.2 0
6 [82] Nn¯ [0.05, 0.40] 199.9± 10.6 23.9± 4.1 2.5± 0.4
Table 2: Fit parameters describing experimental data on nucleon-antinucleon annihilation parame-
terized as σann =
1
m2p
(
A+B
mp
plab
+ C
m2p
p2lab
)
, where plab is the momentum of the antinucleon in the
rest frame of the nucleon and mp is the proton mass. All dimensionful parameters in [80,82–84] have
been expressed in units of mp such that the coefficients A, B, and C used here are dimensionless.
where Kα is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order α, and we introduce the
dimensionless variable y = s/(4m2χ) with the Mandelstam variable s denoting the square of
the χ¯χ center-of-mass energy. Changing variables in eq. (42) using plab = 2mχ
√
y2 − y, the
integral (44) can be expressed as
〈σeffv〉 = Af0(x) +B f−1(x) + C f−2(x)
m2χ
(45)
where the functions fk(x) can be given in terms of Meijer’s G functions and the subscript k
corresponds to the power of plab in eq. (42). Since 〈σeffv〉 is evaluated only for x ≥ xf ≈ 30,
it is convenient to expand fk(x) in powers of 1/x, which yields
fk(x) =
22+k Γ(2 + k/2)√
pi
x−(1+k)/2
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
cn(k)
xn
)
, (46)
where the first three coefficients cn(k) are given by
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c1(k) = −25
16
+
7
4
k +
5
16
k2 ,
c2(k) =
1305
512
− 171
64
k +
343
256
k2 +
39
64
k3 +
25
512
k4 ,
c3(k) = −8115
2048
+
255
256
k − 6795
1024
k2 − 585
256
k3 − 375
2048
k4 .
(47)
Using these results, it is straightforward to determine the post-freeze-out annihilation effi-
ciency J from eq. (40). We express it as
J =
Ag0(xf ) +B g−1(xf ) + C g−2(xf )
m2χ
, (48)
where
gk(xf ) =
23+k Γ(2 + k/2)√
pi (3 + k)
x
−(3+k)/2
f
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
3 + k
3 + k + 2n
cn(k)
xnf
)
. (49)
11 We verified that this series converges so quickly that terms beyond c1 provide corrections way below 1%.
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Figure 1: Left panel: Present DM relic density as a function of vHC for the different fits in table 2
(see text for details). The thick horizontal gray line represents the measured value Ω0h
2 = 0.12. Right
panel: estimate (see text for details) of the velocity-averaged DM-DM annihilation cross section into
anything else, 〈σannv〉, as a function of the DM mass, for the same fits as the left panel.
4.2 Ω0h2 prediction
We can now use the thermally averaged cross section in eq. (45) to determine Ω0h
2 via
eqs. (37), (40) and (41). It is interesting to note that ours is basically a one-parameter
model, because the only quantity we can toggle is vHC – within the range in eq. (4), with
mχ ' 10 vHC, see below eq. (7). The Ω0h2 prediction as a function of vHC is presented
in fig. 1 (left panel). The different lines correspond to an χχ annihilation cross section
estimated from the different fits in table 2. Each line should be attached a theory error of
around 10% in the prediction of Ω0h
2, due to the analytic procedure we used to estimate the
relic density [74]. This error is not reported in the figure, to avoid clutter. Quite remarkably,
the measured value Ω0h
2 = 0.12 is easily reproduced for vHC in the range of eq. (4), for any
of the fits in table 2. In particular, the Ω0h
2 constraint tends to select vHC ≈ 20 TeV and
the spread of actual values due to the different fits is no larger than about 15%.
4.3 Comments on Dark-Matter indirect detection
The annihilation cross section in eq. (42) may also be used to place conservative upper bounds
on the distortions in the measured cosmic-ray fluxes that our DM candidate may give rise
to when annihilating. Limits on the cross section σ(χχ→ X) for DM-pair annihilation to a
given final state X are usually given as 〈σ(χχ→ X)v〉, see e.g. [88]. We have
〈σ(χχ→ X)v〉 ≤
∑
X
〈σ(χχ→ X)v〉 = 〈σannv〉 ≈ σann × v¯ , (50)
where in the last step we take v¯ ∼ 10−3 (see e.g. [89]). In fig. 1 (right panel) we show
the r.h.s. of eq. (50) as a function of the DM mass, where we set plab = 10
−3mχ. We see
that, with one exception, all the fits produce a velocity-averaged DM-DM annihilation (total)
cross section below 3× 10−25 cm3/s for mχ > 70 TeV (corresponding to vHC > 7 TeV). This
cross section is safely below the bounds in e.g. refs. [90,91] for the same DM mass, while for
higher DM masses the bounds are expected to be weaker and the prediction smaller. The
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one exception is fit 6, whose prediction is a factor between about 30 and 50 larger than the
other fits’. However, none of the fits takes into account data for relative nucleon velocities as
low as 10−3, which corresponds to plab = 1 MeV. In fit 6, the lowest data points are given for
a [50, 100] MeV bin. More recent data is available from an experiment measuring p¯ -nucleus
annihilation at plab = 15 MeV [92]. Under the assumption σ
Np¯
ann ∝ ZA1/3, valid at very low
energies for the p¯ -nucleus interaction [93,94], this data can be rescaled to the pp¯ case. Doing
so, one finds that fit 6 clearly overshoots this data already at plab = 15 MeV, indicating that
it may give much larger values for even smaller momenta. Given also the conservative nature
of our estimate via eq. (50), i.e. the actual annihilation cross section in a given channel can
be orders of magnitudes smaller than our estimated total annihilation cross section, we may
conclude that our model is on the safe side of indirect-detection bounds.
This discussion underlines the importance of obtaining nucleon-antinucleon data at plab
as small as 1 MeV, even though this might be very challenging. In fact, such data would
provide very useful information for baryon-like DM scenarios.
5 Conclusions
We extend the SM by two flavors of massless vector-like fermions F charged under a new,
‘hypercolor’ (HC), strong force. An automatic outcome of this setup is the fact that the
F fermions are endowed with an accidentally conserved hyperbaryon number, which makes
the lightest hyperbaryons stable, and as such potential candidates for Dark Matter (DM).
We then gauge the SU(2)h diagonal subgroup of two global SU(2) symmetries, one in the
HC sector and the other one in the SM. The former is the chiral symmetry SU(2)FL of left-
handed hyperquarks, while the latter is the horizontal flavor symmetry of the two heavier
generations of left-handed SM fermions. This gauging has several desired consequences:
• A mass term for the SU(2)h gauge bosons is generated by the chiral symmetry breaking
in the HC sector and the corresponding NGBs become the longitudinal polarizations
of the SU(2)h gauge bosons.
• The SU(2)h gauge bosons couple to the SM fermions in such a way that they can
address experimental hints for lepton universality violation in b→ s data, as advocated
in [40].
• The SU(2)h gauge bosons connect the baryon-like DM candidates in the HC sector to
the SM fields, thereby playing the role of the DM mediator.
In order to generate the SM Higgs Yukawa couplings in the presence of the chiral SU(2)h
gauge group, additional fermions Ψ are introduced. These fermions are vector-like under the
SM gauge group but their right-handed components are charged under SU(2)h. They obtain
masses from an ‘extended hypercolor’ mechanism as the F fermions condense, they mix with
the right-handed SM fermions, and they have a Higgs Yukawa coupling together with the
left-handed SM fermions. The final SM-like Higgs Yukawa couplings are then obtained from
the mixing of right-handed SM fermions and Ψ fermions. All masses of beyond-the-SM fields
only depend on one single scale, the SU(2)h-symmetry breaking scale vHC, which is set by
the F-fermion condensate. It is expected to lie in the [10,30] TeV range by the mentioned
b→ s discrepancies.
We study the phenomenology of the hyperbaryon DM, in particular its relic density, ex-
pected to be produced by a mechanism of thermal freeze-out, and its direct-detection signals.
Because our model has, basically, one single scale, our DM phenomenology predictions are
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functions of this one parameter. We find remarkable that the vHC range mentioned above
yields the correct relic density for the lightest F hyperbaryons. In particular, the relic-density
constraint selects vHC ≈ 20 TeV, corresponding to a DM mass mχ ' 10 vHC ≈ 200 TeV. The
stringent bounds from direct detection are quite comfortably satisfied. So our setup yields
a composite DM candidate lying in the upper end of the mass range usually assumed for
WIMP DM.
Taking advantage of nucleon-antinucleon annihilation data, we also provide a conservative
estimate of indirect-detection signals of our scenario. In this context, we underline the
importance of nucleon-antinucleon data at plab as small as 1 MeV, as they would offer
important insights on baryon-like DM scenarios.
In conclusion, within our setup the DM in the Universe is generated by an inherently
flavorful mechanism, a horizontal symmetry, and the DM mass scale is unambiguously related
to the horizontal symmetry breaking scale. Flavor discrepancies provide a two-sided bound
for this scale, and quite interestingly this very range produces a DM phenomenology in
accord with observations. Although our setup is inspired by the current anomalies in b→ s
data,12 the underlying idea may be easily adaptable to other collider discrepancies pointing
to the tree-level exchange of a new gauge interaction with a symmetry-breaking scale in the
tens-of-TeV range.
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A Mixing between SM and VL fermions
For each f ∈ {u, d, e}, the 2× 3 matrices ∆f in eq. (6) can be singular-value decomposed as
∆f = U
∆f †
L ∆ˆf U
∆f
R , (51)
where U
∆f
L and U
∆f
R are 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 unitary matrices, respectively, and ∆ˆf is a 2 × 3
rectangular diagonal matrix with two non-zero positive entries. Without loss of generality,
one can perform the redefinition
f ′ rR →
(
U
∆f †
R
)rk
f ′ kR , y
r
f → ykf
(
U
∆f
R
)kr
, (52)
which entails that the mixing terms can be written as
L ⊃ −∆ijf Ψ¯′ f iL f ′ jR , (53)
where now i, j ∈ {2, 3}, i.e. with a slight abuse of notation, ∆f can be restricted to be a 2×2
matrix given by
∆f = U
∆f †
L ∆ˆf , (54)
where ∆ˆf is accordingly a 2× 2 diagonal matrix.
12 For other studies of a possible connection between DM and current B-physics discrepancies see [72,95–123].
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Once the hyperquarks F form the condensate
〈F¯αLF jR〉 = −
1
2
BF v2HC δαj ≈ −4pi v3HC δαj , (55)
where α is an index of the gauged SU(2)h and j is an index of the global SU(2)
F
R , the
four-fermion operators in eq. (5) yield the mass terms
−m′ iαΨ (Ψ¯iLΨαR) + h.c. , where m′ iαΨ =
ciα + c˜iα
2
BF
v2HC
Λ2EHC
. (56)
Consequently, for each f ∈ {u, d, e} there is a 2× 4 mass-mixing matrix
M ′f =
(
∆f m
′
Ψf
)
, (57)
such that
L ⊃ −Ψ¯′ fL M ′f
(
f ′R
Ψ′ fR
)
. (58)
The singular value decomposition of the matrix M ′f yields
Mf =
(
0 mΨf
)
= Uf †L M
′
f
(
Uf
′f
R U
f ′Ψf
R
UΨ
′ff
R U
Ψ′fΨf
R
)
, (59)
where UL is a 2× 2 unitary matrix, the UR are 2× 2 submatrices of a 4× 4 unitary matrix,
and mΨf is a 2×2 diagonal matrix with real positive entries. Using these unitary matrices to
transform the fields to the mass eigenbasis (before EW symmetry breaking), the SM Yukawa
matrices read
Yf =
(
y1f
(
y2f y
3
f
)
Uf
′f
R
02×1 yF U
Ψ′ff
R
)
. (60)
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